VILLAGE GREENS NORTH PARK
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Mountain Bike Trail

The entire length of the trail is labeled for
difficulty. These designations are relative
to this park only.
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Black diamond: expert terrain

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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To Light Rail

Blue: intermediate terrain

The features vary in difficulty and their
condition can change constantly due to
usage, weather, and other factors. It is your
responsibility to inspect these features
before you use them.

Green: easy terrain

Mileage
Beginner Loop:

0.1 mi

Trailhead to Hill Loop:

0.3 mi

Hill Loop:

0.7 mi

Prairie Loop:

0.9 mi

Prairie Loop to Trailhead:

0.5 mi

Along the trail are numerous manmade and
natural obstacles known as “features”.
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You control the degree of risk you will
encounter in using these features.
Your
approach speed, line, balance, and other
factors will affect your ability to successfully
maneuver over the different features. Ride
within your own abilities; do not attempt to
ride on features unless you have sufficient
ability and experience to do so safely.
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Begin riding on smaller features and work
your way up to the more difficult features as
your ability and experience level improves.
Bypass trails are provided for features
located along trails labeled with green
difficulty.
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Only one person may use a feature at a time.
Always ride in control and within your ability
level.
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For maintenance concerns, please call:
(303) 708-6100
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Greenwood Village Mountain Bike
Trail Rules
The Greenwood Village Mountain Bike Trail is for bicycles only;
equestrian, motorized, or foot traffic is not permitted.
Be respectful of neighboring residents, wildlife, vegetation,
and fellow park visitors.
Obey all signs along the course.
Respect trail closures.
Follow all directional signage; most trails are “one way” only.
Stay on designated trails and features at all times; riding off
trail causes damage to the park.
Do not modify any trails or features.
Use common trail courtesy when passing other riders; strive to
make each pass safe and courteous.
Avoid locking your brakes; skidding tires damage trails and
cause erosion.
Maintain control of your bicycle at all times.
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Village Greens
South Park

The Greenwood Village Mountain Bike Trail is an
unsupervised facility.
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RIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK
Helmets and protective gear are STRONGLY recommended.

Parking Lot

Features along the course can be dangerous in any condition.

